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Company news  
 

Michelmersh Brick Holdings (MBH, 136p, £128m mkt cap) 

UK’s fourth largest brick manufacturer by volume; Belgian operation Floren acquired in February 2019. FY 

(Dec) results. Rev -2.8%, £52.0m; u-lying PBT -16%, £8.0m; stat PBT -34%, £6.9m; u-lying EPS -25%, 6.3p; div 

+117%, 2.5p; net cash, 0.7m (FY 19, net debt, £6.3m). Highlights: UK production was halted for most of April. 

Gross margin 41.3% (40.9%). Road construction commenced at Telford for long-term benefits of the 

brickworks and restoration; option exercised, securing additional mineral reserves at Michelmersh. 

Sustainability steering committee launched. Belgium “has suffered the impact of Covid-19 more than most and 

their recovery is likely to lag behind the UK. Despite this, Floren has performed very well” with output in the 

year similar to 2019. Despite a slight reduction in turnover, the net contribution to the group improved for the 

year after only contributing 10 months post acquisition in 2019. The business has undergone an extended 

winter shutdown in which new investment has been made to improve efficiency and reduce risk of 

breakdown. Current market: Q1 21 has been “encouraging with a strong order intake and KPIs ahead of 

expectations despite some poor weather”. Outlook: “We are still conscious that Covid-19 continues to cause a 

level of uncertainty. However, the group has had a good start to 2021 and we remain confident that the 

company can look forward to continued growth and prosperity with the longer-term market fundamentals in 

our favour”.  
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The Unite Group (UTG, 1,071p, £4,265m) 

Owner, manager and developer of UK student accommodation. Disposal of a portfolio of eight properties, 

comprising 2,284 beds for £133m (Unite share, £90m) to Aventicum Real Estate. The disposal portfolio 

includes assets in Coventry, Wolverhampton, Birmingham, Exeter and Manchester. The disposal is part of the 

group's portfolio management strategy and will see it exit a number of subscale markets, while improving 

alignment to high and mid-ranked Universities. The disposals are priced at a net initial yield of 6.5% and a 2% 

discount to prevailing book value.  

 

Big Yellow Group (BYG, 1,109p, £1,951m)  

Self-storage REIT. Freehold acquisition of a 0.8 acre site in Epsom, South West London for £6.5m.  The group 

will be seeking planning permission for a 56,000 sq ft self-storage centre on the site. It takes the group's 

pipeline to 13, of which eight have planning consent and continues investment into its core area of activity in 

London and the South East. 

 

 

Prices are as at the previous day’s close.  
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